
Holy Spirit Mass 
 

 
This setting of the Holy Spirit Mass reflects on the long conflict within the church after 
the religious upheaval of the 16th century. But it also celebrates what the reformation 
has given us, as well as the ecumenical development and increasing dialogue between 
the Christian churches. The work looks forward in hope of a more unitedly future by 
focusing on what we have in common. In this way, the work is both celebratory and 
reflective, while the Holy Spirit unites us, and gives comfort, strength, inspiration, and 
excitement.  
 
The work begins with portraying the Holy Spirit descending from above, before slowly 
moving towards a pleadingly "Kyrie", usually the opening part of a mass. At the 
beginning of movement two, parts of the main theme of the work are introduced, 
before a buildup to a majestically«glory to God in the highest". The piano takes us into 
the exuberant part of the movement. A reflective middle section continues to present 
the work’s main theme before a repetition, with a variation, of the praiseful part. The 
third movement begins with a fast string pattern. In strict time and with a touch of 
modal harmony, it expresses strong belief. A significant change happens with jazz-
inspired worship. In the next section, the tenors and basses represent Luther, 
alternating with the sopranos and altos who is singing from the Nicene Creed towards a 
dramatic climax at «we look for the resurrection of the dead". The movements end with 
its main theme, with a persuasively «amen». A chorale-like and an extremely still 
section opens the 4th movement. What is traditionally one of the joyful sections of the 
mass, this «Sanctus» is more transcendent with its stretching, growing lines. With 
adoration, the choir sings the «blessing» before the final "Hosanna in the highest", 
portraying the big crowd at Jesus' entry into Jerusalem. The "Agnus Dei" is both a 
prayer and a demand for mercy, but most importantly this movement brings the hope 
of peace. The main theme of the work is unfolded in the hymn of the 6th movement. 
With a sense of unity, the choir sings majestically at the core of the work at «...your 
church unite, from every land..." After an aleatoric ending of the hymn, the final 
movement begins with quoting the Gregorian chant "Veni Creator Spiritus". The 
orchestra builds up to a jubilant and rhythmically movement. Several themes from 
previous movements are heard before an ecstatically finale. 
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